Case Study / Customer Testimonial Questionnaire

Dealer / Rep Firm: _________________________________________________________
Primary Contact Name: _____________________________________________________
Email / Phone: _______________________________________________________
Customer Name: __________________________________________________________
Location City, State: ________________________________________________________
Type of facility/residence: ____________________________________________________
QMotion Territory Sales Manager: _____________________________________________
Date: _____________________
Has the Customer given us permission to use his/her name or is this a “blind” case study?
Circle/highlight one: Permission granted / Blind – customer cannot be named
(See page 2 for photo and video release statements)

_________________________________________________________________________
Questions for end customer (can be completed by dealer/rep):
1. Please describe the type of residence / commercial facility / room types for the
installation: __________________________________________________________

2. What QMotion product(s) were installed? ___________________________________

3. Why did you / your customer decide to choose a QMotion Advanced Shading Systems
product? _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
4. What features sold you/them on the product? ________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
5. How did you find out about QMotion? _______________________________________

6. What made you choose your particular dealer to buy a QMotion product? ___________
_____________________________________________________________________
7. Would you recommend QMotion products to others that are looking to buy automated
window treatments? ___________________________________________________

8. How has QMotion Advanced Shading Systems altered / enhanced your home or
business atmosphere? __________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
9. Is there anything about the product that you do not like or you think needs improvement?
If yes, please explain: ____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
10. How would you describe your overall experience with QMotion (customer service,
product, and installation)? _________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
11. Are your QMotion products integrated with any AV system? If yes, please specify.
______________________________________________________________________
12. Do you have any other comments to share? __________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Thank you!
Please submit any photographs (hi res, 5 megapixels or above) and/or videos you have of the
installed products. “Before” and “After” photos are great to have, too!
QMotion Photo and Video Release
By submitting photographs, images, videos or other media (hereafter “images”), I hereby acknowledge and grant
QMotion the irrevocable and unrestricted right to use and publish the submitted images in any print, electronic,
digital or other media; and to alter the same without restriction. I confirm that I am the owner and that I have or
have been granted the authority to bind any and all individuals depicted in the images to these terms. By
submitting the images, I and any other individual depicted in the images waive all claims to compensation for use
of the images, and/or any rights with respect to such use under copyright law, the right to publicity, the right to
privacy, defamation, and any other common law or statutory claim under the laws of any jurisdiction. I hereby
release QMotion and its legal representatives and assigns from all claims and liabilities relating to said images.
Tips for high quality photos:
 Think about lighting. Pay attention to how much light you have and its direction. Too much light behind an
object can darken it in photos (i.e., light coming through the window). A simple way to avoid this would be
to photograph the products in the morning or evening; stay away from sunny, mid-day shots.
 Adjust Exposure Compensation. If a photo is too light or too dark, you can look through the scene modules
available on your camera, or you can adjust the exposure compensation yourself. Many cameras have a
button for this identified by the +/- symbol. If your photo is too dark, move the scale up above zero; if it is
too light, do the opposite. Bracket shots to compensate for bright exterior light.
 Click here for more tips

Send completed forms with photo or video to marketing@qmotionshades.com.

